
Workshops 2023

 STORYTELLING MASTERCLASS WEBINAR
 27TH SEPTEMBER 
In this interactive workshop you'll learn practical tips to help you tell powerful
stories. You'll tap into your personal experience to communicate with authenticity.
Plus, you'll learn to use the power of stories to influence others, explain complex
ideas, and establish rapport with anyone. 2 hours online £99 + VAT pp 

HOW TO BE A STRATEGY NINJA WEBINAR 
OCTOBER 5TH
This course will give you an overview of the steps to developing great strategy including
diagnosis of the problem, interrogation of the brief, establishing what’s critical and
prioritise using great questions. With case studies and practical tips for developing 
your own. 2 hours online. £99 + VAT pp 

 E-LEARNING
ANY TIME, ON ANY DEVICE, AT YOUR OWN PACE

Build creative confidence, unlock fresh ideas and see your business thrive against the
competition. And do it all flexibly. Our carefully curated online programme is designed
in collaboration with e-learning experts to teach you the tools and techniques to ignite
your inspiration, whenever it’s needed most. 

HOW TO BE A CREATIVE NINJA WEBINAR 
SEPTEMBER 5TH, DECEMBER 12TH 
Dip your toe into our most popular creative training course. This is a brilliant intro into
essential creativity tools and techniques. It runs 9:30-11:30 on Zoom. You bring your
own creative challenge to work on during the session and leave with a bunch of ideas
for your project. £99 + VAT pp 

Sign up for our newsletter to stay in touch and be the first to hear about new courses, events
and all things creative: http://eepurl.com/dtrWZf

0203 146 5586   |  WWW.NOWGOCREATE.CO.UK
Email: LUCY@NOWGOCREATE.CO.UK to book     

NOWGOCREATE
Open training programme 2023

CREATIVE LEADERSHIP PROGRAMME IN PERSON 
OCTOBER 23-25TH

Creative leadership brings together the talents and skills of your creative workforce.
Creative leaders know how to inspire, manage and reward creative behaviour – and,
most importantly, how to sustain it for the long term. Join this programme to find out
how. 

http://eepurl.com/dtrWZf

